Product Handling Solutions

Drader Carriers
Drader Carrier Features and Benefits
Low profile brings high visibility and easy access to
product at retail
Open grid floor provides superior ventilation and cleaning
Easy stacking, no cross-nesting and fold-down handles
for compact storage and shipping
Large runners on the base for ease of automation
stacking and transportation
Steel insert to help prevent sagging

Retail: Delivery van direct to the retail floor
The Drader Carrier’s attractive design allows you to retail
directly from the tray. There is no need to repack your items
once they arrive at their destination. Less handling means
significant savings in time spent stocking, and fresher looking
products. The open design of the tray gives you excellent
product exposure from all four sides while your customer enjoys
easy access.
When accompanied with our Dollies, you can also move one or
two stacks at a time. Is the front looking a little picked over? On
a dolly you can rotate the stack to expose a side that has been
untouched.
The Gravity Feed Display, shown right, holds the Carriers and/or
baskets at an angle providing extra product exposure.
When a customer picks a loaf, the one behind it slides forward.
Simply switch trays to restock.
With the Drader Carrier you handle the tray, not the loaf.

Carrier Specifications
model
#
PB1000
PB1050
PB1100
PB1200
PB1300
PB1400
PB1500
PB1600
PB1700

outside dimensions

inside dimensions

L

W

L

W

23 5/8"
24 1/4"
25"
25"
26”
26"
29"
29"
30"

23 7/8"
23 7/8"
22 1/8"
23 1/2"
21 3/4"
23 1/2"
22 7/16"
26"
24"

23 3/8"
24 "
24 3/4"
24 3/4"
25 3/4"
25 3/4"
28 9/16"
28 3/4"
29 3/4"

22 7/8"
22 7/8"
21 1/8"
22 1/2"
20 3/4"
22 1/2"
21 7/16"
25"
23"

Product
Height

5 7/16"
5 3/16"
5 7/16"
5 3/16"
5 1/4"
5 3/4"
5 3/8"
5 1/4"
5 1/8"

NOTE: Approximate dimensions. Custom heights available.
Please see www.drader.com for metric measurements.

Baskets Series
Drader Basket Features and Benefits
Compatible with other baskets on the market
Comfort grip handles
Cross nest capability for reduced storage
Durable, high density polyethylene
Many colours available
Available with regular, or low merchandiser side

Why are bakeries choosing the Drader Carrier
over baskets?
Save space
 3 to 1 stacking ratio, the best in the industry
Save time
 Fewer stacks means fewer trips
Save labour
 Less handling of product in distribution
Increase sales
 Increased product per carrier
Better retailing
 Easy self service in retail applications
Easier to handle
 Carriers are less bulky and easier to lift and stack

Basket Specifications
model
#

outside dimensions
L

GP
GP
GP
GP
GP
GP

210 26"
211 26"
212 26"
213 26"
222 26 5/8”
223 26 5/8”
GP 2623 26 5/8”

H

3
3
4

1/4

"
1/2
"
3/4
"
6"
5”
6”
5/16
5
”

L

24
24
24
24
25
25
25

7/8

"
7/8
"
7/8
"
7/8
"
5/8
”
5/8
”
5/8
”

W

H

20 3/4"
20 3/4"
20 3/4"
20 3/4"
21 ¼”
21 ¼”
22 3/8”

2 1/2"
2 3/4"
3 7/8"
5 1/4"
4 1/4”
5 1/4”
5”

NOTE: Approximate dimensions. See www.drader.com for
metric measurements

The Drader Carrier = incredible cost savings!
Not only will the Carrier optimize your warehouse space and reduce the amount
of time and movement required by your staff, but also greatly reduce your
distribution costs.
A comparison between the PB1000 Carrier, and a bread basket in one
row of a standard 110” trailer filled to the roof:
Basket
PB1000

W

21 3/4"
21 3/4"
21 3/4"
21 3/4"
22 ¼”
22 ¼”
23 1/4”

inside dimensions

37 baskets x 3 stack + 23 on side = 134
57 carriers x 4 stacks = 228 (40% more carriers!)

This savings is exponential. The more trays, the larger the savings.
Even $0.02 per loaf can amount to huge a advantage over competitors!
Added Bonus: Increased backhaul! If you ship out a truck of Carriers full of
bread, when you bring them back empty they only take 1/3 of the space they
did when full. This means you do not need as many trucks retrieving your
trays, freeing up space to bring back other materials in the same trip.

Wheelers, Dollies and Displays
Ergo Wheeler

Route Wheeler

Ergonomically designed to
improve Carrier and basket
handling. The user tilts the
wheeler on to its back casters
allowing the load to be easily
pushed around a bakery or
into a truck. The weight of
the stack is on the casters,
not the user, reducing worker
injuries and physical strain.

We also offer the classic twowheel hand truck. Its compact
size makes it most efficient for
your drivers, as it is easily
stored in the back of a truck or
any other small space. This
wheeler is available with
optional protective wear strips
for those who need to slide
loads down the back of a truck.

*Added features allow it to be
adjusted to various heights as
well as used as a standard
hand truck.

Warehouse Wheeler

Single and Double Dollies

Designed specifically for
warehouse use, this wheeler is
used similarly to the way a
Route Wheeler is used. The
user must support the weight of
the load while moving, but the
taller height and angled handle
both lend themselves better to
taller, heavier stacks.

We offer dollies made to fit the
Carrier or basket size you
choose. They can be produced
to hold one stack or two of
product. Dollies are great for
transporting or make
replenishing your stock quick
and easy in a retail setting. Or,
speak to a sales representative
to learn the advantages of
putting your whole operation on
dollies!

*All Wheelers now come with flat free tires
no more air pressure loss meaning your
product is in position and on time!

Gravity Feed Display
The Gravity Feed Display accompanies the PB Series Carriers as well as the GP Series Baskets
to keep you product visible in a retail setting and keeps displays looking fuller for longer.
The newly patented Gravity Feed Display is a perfect accompaniment to our Drader Trays. As a loaf
of bread is pulled out, the next one will slide forward keeping your displays looking full for longer.
The angle provides an appealing display, and to restock you only need to pull out the empty tray
and slide in a new one. It comes equipped with wheels and folds up for easy moving and storage.
The gravity Feed Display can carry all Drader sizes along with numerous competitor trays.

Logistics Services & Customization
Want to maximize your resources for
optimal profitability?
Drader Bakery Logistics has more than 50 years of
experience working with bakeries of all sizes and a keen
understanding of distribution and logistics. Consult with
one of our experts to find a product handling solution
tailored specifically to your operation. With experience in
all aspects of bakery operations we can help you find the
perfect carrier size and height, and the most efficient
tray pack for your different products. Working together
we can save you warehouse space, reduce labour hours,
cut distribution costs, and speed up your entire process
from start to finish. Ask us about “System 2-4”.
Call us at +1 800 661 4122 to discuss how you can save
more time, space and money.

Each business is different, and Drader can customize your
orders to meet your specific needs. If your baked goods
require special dimensions, carriers can be built to your
specifications. Drader also offers customization options
that will differentiate your Carriers, Baskets and Dollies
from your competitors

Navy
Sky Blue
Forest Green
Olive Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Brown
Grey
Black
Beige

Hot Stamping

Handle Height

Have your bakery’s name or logo
stamped into each of your Carriers or
Baskets. Choose from an assortment
of hot stamp colours to customize
your look.

Our Carrier sizes each come with a
standard height, but we have the
ability to custom make your
handles to fit your bread height.

Name Press

Colour Choices

Have your bakery’s name pressed into
the metal sides of your dollies to
clearly distinguish yours from the
rest.

All Drader Carriers and Baskets are
available in a variety of colours.
Colours shown left.

Welded Labels
Help keep track of your wheelers by
requesting a store number, route
number or initials to be welded on.

Our Wheelers are also available in
multiple colours; contact a sales
representative to see what colours are
available.

Want to know more?

Visit us at www.drader.com to learn more about our products
or contact a sales representative

Please contact:

Western Canada
Drader Manufacturing
5750 – 50 Street NW
Edmonton, AB CA
T6B 2Z8

Phone:
Fax:
Toll Free:

+1 780 440 2231
+1 780 440 2244
+1 800 661 4122

Greater Toronto Area
Showroom
Drader Manufacturing
1327 Clark Blvd
Brampton, ON CA
L6T 5R5

Innovation + Quality = Drader
Drader Bakery Logistics provides the best product handling
solutions to bakeries worldwide. Companies across the
globe have benefited from Drader carriers and wheelers to
handle their delicate baked goods. Whether you are a large
baking manufacturer or a small retail bakery, Drader
products will save you time, space and money.
Printed in Canada

